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REVISED DRAFT AGENDA
(prepared by the UNIDROIT Secretariat)

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Organisation of work

3. Consideration of the revised version of the preliminary draft Protocol to the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment on Matters specific to Space Assets, prepared by Sir Roy Goode (United Kingdom) and Mr J.M. Deschamps (Canada), as Co-chairmen of the Drafting Committee, to reflect the conclusions reached by the Committee of governmental experts at its third session, held in Rome from 7 to 11 December 2009, and reviewed by the Drafting Committee (C.G.E./Space Pr./4/W.P. 3 rev.), inter alia in the light of the comments submitted by Governments, Organisations and representatives of the international commercial space, financial and insurance communities (C.G.E./Space Pr./4/W.P. 4 rev.).

4. Consideration of the question of the Supervisory Authority of the future international registration system for space assets

5. Future work

6. Review of report

7. Any other business.

---

1 The revised version of the preliminary draft Protocol referred to under this item on the revised draft agenda has been prepared by Sir Roy Goode (United Kingdom) and Mr J.M. Deschamps (Canada), as Co-chairmen of the Drafting Committee, and reviewed by the Drafting Committee, in line with the decision taken by the Committee of governmental experts at its third session (cf. C.G.E./Space Pr./3/Report, §§ 71 and 72). This revised version incorporates not only those amendments made to the preliminary draft Protocol during the third session but also language intended to cover those conclusions reached by the Committee of governmental experts but which the Drafting Committee did not have time to implement during that session.